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Star Wars fans know better than to hope that the cast or crew will tell them what Skywalker's Rise means - or anything else substantial about Episode IX. The title is designed as a giant tease, and you better believe J.J. Abrams and company are relishing the pins and needle furore. Daisy Ridley and John
Boyega get emotional Daisy Ridley, John Boyega and Oscar Isaac at Star Wars Celebration (en) Barry Brecheisen /Getty Images It doesn't mean, however, that the actors don't speak at all. At a recent Star Wars celebration, where a much-discussed teaser debuted in front of a huge crowd, the actors
were happy to describe how they felt about the film and how they felt about other people reacting to it. Daisy Ridley said: It was amazing. My mom was in the audience for the first time and I was like something was coming, she said excitedly, referring to the flips she was doing over what appeared to be
fighter Kylo Ren. It was a great moment and it looks visually beautiful. When Ridley wrapped up the film, it became so emotional that I literally can't remember what J.J. said and what I said. I was crying. It was wonderful. Not bad for those who haven't even spilled Star Wars secrets on Josh Gad and his
friends. John Boyega reinforces Ridley's feelings about being especially close to the cast. The photo circulated by her and Boyega and Oscar Isaac, the three main new characters, embracing. This photo was taken while we were in the desert, in Jordan. But we always hug like that. We have this
connection when the camera is not rolling ... we really, really have love and care for each other, and I think the picture just embodied it. The original stars of the trilogy have their say also appearing at the Star Wars celebrations were actors who appeared in previous films. Anthony Daniels has appeared in
all nine Star Wars films in one form or another, as C-3PO, the human cyborg relationship. I'm the only constant in the whole saga, and for me this climax of Skywalker's story is really very emotional. I'm good today, but on the last day on set for Threepio, I had a slightly wobbly lip. Tripio didn't. He's more
of a stiff upper lip than I am,' Daniels said. Also returning is someone who hasn't been in a Star Wars movie for 36 years: Billy Dee Williams, who returns as Lando Calrissian. Fans were delighted to see him piloting the Millennium Falcon once again in the teaser. The trailer, I thought, was pretty
impressive. I even felt a little crying because it had such a big impact, he said. Especially with this huge audience. The love people exuded from the audience made a huge difference. It all goes back to fans as fickle as some fans may be, the cast and crew of Star Wars films have found them mostly
supportive and enthusiastic, that enthusiasm has been going a long way for a very long time. Daniels said: It's been over 40 years, It's been its ups and downs and all in their own and other outs. One of the magical things fans were there for. Even when there were small pauses, they were there, ready to
go back. They returned, well, detailing how the emperor could return. It was him in the trailer, right? Or Mark Hamill again all the pranks? Only time will tell - in particular, eight months until Episode IX opens. But the emperor himself, Ian McDiarmid, appeared at the Star Wars celebrations with a diabolical
tease. I have to be honest with you. I was in the area, so I thought the least I could do was pop for a laugh,' he said. Digital trends can earn a commission when you buy on links on our website. Happy Star Wars Day 2020! To celebrate this, Disney has released Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker at
Disney early to cheer everyone up. Here's how to watch Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker online for free now. Originally supposed to arrive on Disney's streaming service within two months, Disney decided there was no better day to release Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker than May 4, Star Wars Day
for many. He joins the other 8-part Skywalker Saga from star Wars movies in service meaning you're good to go if you want a massive binge-watching session of all the favorite sci-fi sagas. The best part? If you've registered for a free 7-day disney trial, you can watch the latest Star Wars movie, the rest of
the saga, and everything else you feel like completely free. Disney is home to almost every Disney movie out there, a ton of Marvel content, from the latest Avengers movies to the X-Men cartoon, and the hit Mandalorian series that expands on the Star Wars universe even more than the latest movies.
Simply put, you're not going to run out of options for things to look at Disney. Skywalker's Rebellion concludes with the story of Rey, Kylo Renee, Finn and Po Dameron, but you can easily move on to watching Star Wars: The Clone Wars if you need even more Star Wars action as well as old classic
movies. Disney also offers every episode of The Simpsons that has been shown so far. It's more than 30 years of content. All you have to do is subscribe to the free Disney trial. This is super easy to do without the risk or contract required. Just cancel it before the renewal date for 7 days and you don't
have to pay a cent. We're sure you'll be interested to see this subscription in effect though, as there are so many great shows and movies here. If you decide Disney usually costs $7 a month, but for $13 a month, you can nab it along with Hulu and ESPN, which is a bargaining bar for sports fans and
Whatever you decide, grab a 7-day free Disney trial now and enjoy enjoying Star Wars Day with a view of the Skywalker Rebellion. It's now available. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. Prices,
details, and availability of products and deals in this post may be subject to change at any time. Make sure to check that they are still in effect before making a purchase. Digital Trends can earn commissions on products purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. Editors'
recommendations are spoilers literally for all Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker to follow. The first sign of trouble for Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker comes with the first offer of an opening scan: Dead talk! It's basically a thesis statement for Rise of Skywalker, who is so, much more interested in the past of
the franchise than its future. In the most convoluted opening text since The Phantom Menace began with a proposal to tax trade routes, we are told that the voice of Emperor Palpatine, who died in 1983 in Return of the Jedi, was heard on the air of threats of revenge across the galaxy. This sounds like the
dark side of the podcast version. Even then, I held out a little hope. J.J. Abrams is as hilarious a cheater as a filmmaker, and he loves his little twists. Palpatine's return could easily prove to be some clever scheme of some unknown villain who hopes to gain power by preparing for the reputation of a
terrifying emperor. And then, in just a minute or two, Kylo Ren comes face to face with Emperor Palpatine himself - very lively, thank you, and the Skywalker Rebellion begins to dig a hole he never finds a way to get out of. If you remember 2017's The Last Jedi, the previous film in this trilogy, you may
have had some different ideas on how Episode IX might go. The last Jedi ended with a few franchise-changing twists: the possibility that there might be a middle ground between the Light and dark sides of the Force, or the promise of a generation of young Jedi whose names weren't Kenobi or Skywalker.
Skywalker's rebellion is not interested in that. Instead, J.J. Abrams starred in Star Wars, which is no surprise. Because yes: Emperor Palpatine is really alive, and it only takes a couple of minutes for him to win Kylo Ren's case. How did Palpatine survive his apparent death at the end of Return of the Jedi?
Don't worry about it. He really just sat on the never-before-mentioned Sith planet the whole time, telling Snoke what to do and wait until... I don't know until he remembers that radio exists? Apparently.In time, Palpatine also managed to assemble his own army, complete with what looks like Star
Destroyers. Each of these Destoyers Destoyers somehow, equipped with a Death Star-style cannon, powerful enough to destroy the planet. This is just the beginning of many half-explained geegaws that will lead the plot forward as a Sith dagger leads to a Sith wayfinder leading to a pile of bullshit,
leading to Emperor Palpatine's large blunt chair. It's as good a time as any to tackle the biggest and dumbest retcon in Rise Of Skywalker: The Rey Line issue. The topic was hotly contested on the release of The Force Awakens, and the odds of favorites was that Rey was either Skywalker or Kenobi. The
last Jedi found a clever way to zigzag around all the fan theories: the mysteriously orphaned Rey was indeed a nobody whose parents were random scumbags who sold her for a quick fix. This was clearly intended to be the final answer, and it should have stayed that way, but having initially raised the
issue in The Force Awakens, Abrams couldn't resist mucking around with the answer. So it soon transpired that Rey's grandfather was actually Emperor Palpatine, and that her scumbag parents were actually a noble, loving couple who rejected Palpatine and left Rey to protect her. (If you want to know
about the Palpatine family, I'm sure it's a canonical romance about his wife or son or something on the way.) Rey's knowledge with the Force was no accident after all; it was in her blood the whole time. Her midi-chloric count is probably off the charts! Everybody loved midichlor, right? Right? star wars the
rise of skywalker cast hayden christensen. star wars the rise of skywalker cast jodie comer. star wars the rise of skywalker cast list. star wars the rise of skywalker cast freddie prinze jr. star wars the rise of skywalker cast palpatine. star wars the rise of skywalker cast and crew. star wars the rise of
skywalker cast characters. star wars the rise of skywalker cast salary
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